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Weighting: problems 1-9 each counts 7% 

1. The phasor form of the plane wave, )2cos()cos(),( πβωβω +−+−= ytEytEtyΕ oyox aa , is       . 

(A)       (B)  

(C)      (D)  
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yj
ox eEejE ββ −− + aay

2. Which one in the following is a uniform plane wave?  

(A)    (B)   )106cos()2cos(10 8 ztxx βππ −×a )106cos()2cos(10 8 ztxy βππ −×a
(C)   (D)  )106cos()3sin()2cos(10 8 ztyxx βπππ −×a )106cos(10 8 ztx βπ −×a

3. An E-field )3109cos(10)( 8 ztzE x ππ −×= a (V/m) existed in the air. What is the phase velocity? 

(A) 

8102× m/s   (B) 

8102 ×π m/s  (C) 

8103× m/s   (D) 

8103 ×π m/s 

4. An E-field plane wave has the form )54 , Ea is the polarization direction of 

the E-field. What is the wave number of the E-field? 

3106cos(10 8 zyxtE −−−×πa

(A)     (B)    (C) 5     (D) 

8103× 8106 ×π 25  

5. An E-field has the instantaneous form )2cos()cos(),( πβωβω +−+−= ytEytEtyE ozox aa  impinges 

normally on a perfectly conducting wall at y = 0. What is the polarization of the reflected wave? 
(A)LP     (B)RHCP    (C)LHCP    (D)EP 

6. An x-polarized uniform plane E-field travels into a lossless medium located at the region z ≥ 0 with the 

dielectric permittivity and permeability of oo μμεε == , , respectively. What is the reflection coefficient 

at the interface z = 0? 

25.2

(A) -0.1    (B) 0.1    (C) 0.2    (D) -0.2 

7. An x-polarized uniform plane E-field with frequency of 1 GHz has a maximum amplitude of 10 V/m 

propagates along the +z direction in air. The wave travels into a lossless medium located at the region z ≥ 0 

with the dielectric permittivity and permeability of oo μμεε == , , respectively. What is the maximum 

amplitude at the region z ≥ 0? 

25.2

(A) 10 V/m    (B) 8V/m    (C) 12V/m    (D) 6V/m 
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8. A lossless transmission line is terminated by a load of reflection coefficient
oj . Find the reflection 

coefficient Γ at a distance ℓ = 0.125 λ from the load.  
L eΓ 457.0=

(A)   (B)   (C)    (D)  
ojeΓ 907.0=

ojeΓ 157.0=
ojeΓ 157.0 −=

ojeΓ 457.0 −=

9. A 200 (MHz) generator with o  (V) and an internal resistance =gZ 50 Ω  is connected to a 

lossless 50-Ω  air line ( oo

gV 010∠=

με , ) that is 0.45 (m) long and terminated in a 25+j25Ω  load. From the result, find  

which is the value below that is close to the standing wave ratio S (
L

L

Γ
Γ

S
−
+

=
1
1

). 

(A) 2.62   (B) 3     (C) 3.25     (D) 3.78 
 
Weighting: problem 10 counts 15 % and problem 11 counts 22% 

10. Please solve the Laplace equation 01 2
2 =⎟
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RR
 for V with providing the initial conditions V(a) = V0 

and V(b) = 0. 

11. Given a static electric field intensity )92(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ 22 ++++++= kzkzakxkyakykxaD zyx  (V/m) in free 

space, find the charge density distribution vρ  at the point(1, 1, 1)(m). (please show all your work)  

 


